


MAGAZINE INFORMATION
Home Visiting and Communions

For requests for visits to residents in short or long term need please telephone 
015394 35326

Please contact the appropriate Church and member of the clergy or minister in
case of need and at times of sickness for Home Communion. Any of the 
churches would be happy to pray for any individual, please simply let any of 
us know the name of the person to be prayed for and that they are agreeable to
being prayed for in public.

Advertising in the Magazine
Yearly rates for 1" single column or 2" single column in the small ads, also 
rates for whole page b/w or colour in individual issues.  Contact the Editors on
07010 724095 or email to: parishmag@willow-bank.net

Magazine Deadline is the 21st of each month.
Please email your copy to the Editors at: parishmag@willow-bank.net or send 
it to Willow Bank, Town End, Grasmere LA22 9QY. 

Grasmere Parish Magazine online
Recent editions of the magazine are now available online at:
http://parishmag.willow-bank.net/

Editorial Policy
Please note that the name of the author of each item appears in the magazine.  
The views expressed are those of the author alone and any issues covered 
reflect that person’s views.  Having said this, the magazine is produced by St 
Oswald’s PCC on behalf of the community and therefore the Editors and PCC
reserve the right to operate discretion in what is acceptable to be included 
each month. 
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A PC CHURCH? NOT FOR ME THANKS!

Well then: what is a Wigan kebab?
Answer: 3 pies on a stick!

Oh – ouch – that's a bit non-PC for poor old Wigan! We tend to be pretty
careful what we say for the very good reason of not hurting others' feelings.
But it is so easy for it to 'go bananas' and no one is able to say just what he or
she really thinks.  Often, it seems as if there is no place worse than church for
such 'PC' talk. Because we know that belief, or lack of it, is often held with
passion, then the last thing we want to do is cut across sensitivities.

The most rewarding work I did was during my years as a GP at Ambleside
Health Centre.   When people came to me they invariably wanted to know
exactly what was going on with their health.  No 'pussyfooting' about, no long
winded incomprehensible explanations, but just the facts as they were, and
what they meant for the patient.  They wanted to know, of course, how we
were going to deal with whatever problem emerged.  If it was serious, they
needed the assurance that the very best would be offered, all in a spirit of
empathy and support.   I  felt  incredibly privileged that people opened their
hearts to me.

I  get worried about some churches.   Sometimes when I go, instead of the
Bible's plain teaching about things that really matter, I find churches that seem
to 'paddle in the shallows'.  Yes, money raising stuff, flower services, concerts,
rushbearing and the like have their place, but without the big stuff,  it's  all
rather humdrum and irrelevant.

Now, Jesus, in contrast to that, deals with the big stuff.  Failure, sin, death,
forgiveness,  eternity,  happiness,  fulfillment  and hope.   He  addresses  these
issues without mincing His words, yet full of compassion and never getting
sidetracked into irrelevancies.  He makes such stark statements as 'I am the
Way, the Truth and the Life' (John 14:6).  Pretty non-PC. Very challenging.
Jesus always told it as it was.

So come on – lets push our PCC's, and our ministers and our preachers.  Let's
hold them accountable to ensure our churches really do deal with the big stuff.
People then may well indeed want to come and listen.  
Dr Andrew Rotheray  (Andrew is a preacher at St. Mary's Ambleside.)
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To a Butterfly
In 1802, William Wordsworth wrote two poems To a Butterfly.

I've watched you now a full half 
hour,

Self-poised upon that yellow 
flower;

And, little Butterfly! indeed
I know not if you sleep, or feed.
How motionless! not frozen seas
More motionless! and then 
What joy awaits you,  when the 

breeze
Hath found you out among the trees
And calls you forth again!

This plot of Orchard- ground is ours;
My trees they are , my sisters 

flowers;
Stop her whenever you are weary
And rest as in a sanctuary!
Come often to us, fear no wrong;
Sit near us on the bough!
We'll talk of sunshine and of song;
And Summer days when we were 

young
Sweet childish days,that were as 

long
As twenty days are now.

William Wordsworth
20th April 1802

Stay with me -do not take thy flight
A little longer stay in sight!
Much converse do I find in Thee,
Historian of my infancy!
Float near me,  do not yet depart!
Dead times revive in thee:
Thou bringst gay Creature as thou 

art!
A solemn image to my heart, my 

father's Family

Oh! pleasant, pleasant were the 
days,

The time when in our childish plays
My sister Emmeline and I
Together chaced the Butterfly!
A very hunter I did rush
Upon the prey: with leaps and 

springs
I followed on from brake to bush;
But She, God love her! feared to 

brush
The dust from off its wings.

William Wordsworth  
14th March 1802
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WI NEWS

In June, the WI joined other groups in the village to celebrate the Queen’s 90 th

birthday in style.  On the Saturday night, ninety revellers enjoyed fish and
chips and live music in the Village Hall,  with a 5-piece live band playing
music covering the Queen’s long reign from the 1950s up to the present.  A
great time was had by all.  President Pat Taylor’s husband Brian had to work
particularly hard as he continued to play the drums all evening, following his
afternoon session with Kendal Concert Band.

The speaker at the June meeting was Rydal WI member Livi Murray MBE,
who spoke about the voluntary and court work which led to her nomination
for this award.  She played a professionally produced DVD showing the work
which goes on behind the scenes at Buckingham Palace in preparation for the
awards ceremonies, as well as her own personal memories of a very special
day.  This year’s Birthday Honours list was announced on the following day,
and although none of our own members was nominated this time, we now
know what to expect should it happen in the future!

The next meeting takes place in the Tithe Barn at 2pm on Thursday14th July,
when Liz Howard-Thornton will give a  talk entitled "Lest we forget - 100
years: A Reminder and a Tribute". This is a talk about the important roles of
the Voluntary Ambulance Drivers  (British Red Cross/St  John's) during the
Great War.   Liz also touches on other aspects such as individuals and families
caught  up  in  the  war;  the  Battle  of  the  Somme;  lines  of  evacuation  of
casualties and nursing in France and at home.  She discusses the influence of
this period in history to modern nursing and health and welfare services of
today.  Exactly one hundred years after the Battle of the Somme, the biggest
battle of the First World War, it promises to be a very interesting and thought-
provoking afternoon.  

At the August meeting (2pm on Thursday 11 th) the esteemed co-editor of this
magazine, Kay Adkins,  will  talk about how she came to leave teaching to
become a professional photographer.  September’s meeting is later than usual.
We meet on Thursday 15th for a practical training session in CPR and other
lifesaving skills with Martin Kenyon.  Members will be acting as volunteer
stewards and taking part in the WI exhibition tent at the Westmorland County
Show on September 8th.

Visitors and non-members are always welcome at our meetings, £3 including
tea and raffle.  Myra McCraith
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Pat Taylor, WI President, adds:

On behalf of Grasmere WI, I would like  thank members and residents for all
their  hard  work  in  putting  on  the  ambitious  day  of  celebrations  for  the
Queen's birthday, which, in spite of the weather, was a great success.

Knit and Nat
Our meetings in July and August will take place in the Reading Rooms on the
second Friday and fourth Tuesday in the month: the 8th  and the 26 th of July
and the 12th and 23rd August..  The dates will, as usual, be posted on the board
outside Barney’s  News Box as a reminder for  anyone who is interested in
joining us.  We meet from 2pm to 4pm; do come for all or part of the time
either to knit or to chat over a cup of tea or coffee and a biscuit.

I have posted off a hundred squares to the Liverpool Women’s Hospital but,
as yet, have not heard from them. We thought that possibly they have been
overwhelmed with the response to their appeal on Facebook.  I do not think I
fully appreciate the effects of social media. The knitting for Barrow will be
delivered on July 4th; when we gathered all our knitting together we were
surprised  at  the  total:  12  sets  of  blanket,  hat,  jacket  and  bootees,  18
blankets, 9 hats and 28 jackets of varying sizes and styles. 

Three of our group went over to Hawkshead on a very wet day in June to an
Afternoon Tea at Belmount organised by the ‘shoe box ladies’.  This was a
social event as well as an opportunity to meet Dave and one of his colleagues
from T4U who gave a brief talk (with slides) about their work.  As well  as
delicious food we had the chance to talk with others who are making items
for the shoebox appeal. I was particularly interested to hear about a group
who have been sewing rag dolls.
Christine Batey  
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Grasmere Book Group

Our June meeting looked at All the Light We Cannot See by Anthony Doerr, 
winner of the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction 2015.

In the absence of 'our leaders' Will and Polly, Kay led a lively discussion 
about the many themes in the book (the destruction and barbarism of war, 
blindness, museums, precious gem stones, molluscs, survival, the French 
Resistance, Hitler Youth, boy meets girl, radio waves and trigonometry, the 
sea, music, Jules Verne novels) and the array of riveting characters who are 
supremely developed.

Marie-Laure, blind since the age of 6, and living in Paris, is taught how to 
become independent to leave the apartment, as her father builds her a 
miniature replica of the streets near their home.

Meanwhile Werner Pfennig, an orphan living in Germany with his sister, Jutta,
is sent to a para-military school for the Hitler Youth. He is a genius with 
electronics and maths and is quickly assigned as a skilled radio technician 
when the war starts. These two unusual characters' lives are interspersed 
throughout until they finally meet but on the way we are introduced to many 
characters who are flawed in some way, as real people are and essential to the 
story. For example, Daniel LeBlanc, locksmith for the Natural History 
Museum; Etienne who is Marie-Laure's agoraphobic great uncle; Reinhold 
von Rumpel who is an appraiser for the Germans; Madame Manec, an 
unlikely member of the French Resistance; and Frederick, another Hitler 
Youth recruit who showed weakness and Werner has to watch him suffer, 
almost to his destruction.

There are so many layers to this epic novel. Doerr started the novel in 2005 
and it was ten years in construction until its publication in 2015 when it won 
the Pulitzer Prize.

The story starts in August, 1934 and ends in 1945 but the final section dated 
1974 brought about differences of opinion as to whether this was essential to 
the narrative or not. It is a long book, anyway.

It is long and it is full of detailed descriptions of landscapes, personalities, 
buildings and so on but it has linguistic moments of sheer beauty. "We all 
come into existence as a single cell, smaller than a speck of dust Much 
smaller. Divide. Multiply. Add and subtract.... Forty weeks later and we howl. 
Then the world starts in on us."
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Our evening at the Dale Hotel sometimes veered from the story with 
tangential discussions on the many and various topics the book raised but, 
accompanied by a wine or a beer, a very lively and pleasant evening was had 
by all.

Our next two meetings are on 14th July, when we will be discussing 
The Loney by Andrew Michael Hurley, and 11th August for Paris Tales, a 
collection of short stories by French authors including Maupassant, Colette 
and Zola, translated by Helen Constantine.  
Meetings are at the Dale Lodge Hotel at 8.00 p.m.  
Jan Perritt

Spring and Summer Adventures with Grasmere Brownies

The Brownies have been busy and we have been making the most of the 
fine weather and light evenings. Highlights have included creating our own
‘Brownies Got Talent!’ show, making butterfly feeders as part of our 
Wildlife Explorer Badge, racing rafts down by the river and having a teddy
bear’s picnic. Some of the Brownies have also helped to fundraise for the 
flooded Guide Hut in Ambleside by helping at coffee mornings and the 
‘pot smash’ stall at the recent classic car show. 

The fun is still not over has we are having our own mini-olympics and end 
of term carnival party as a warm up for Rio 2016. 

If you know a girl aged 7-11 that might enjoy coming along, they are more 
than welcome to join us on a Monday evening. There are also local 
Rainbows (ages 5-7) and Guides (11-14) that meet in Ambleside. 

For anyone that bit older that would like to volunteer, we are always on the
lookout for Unit helpers. For further details, please do not hesitate to get in
touch or visit the website at www.girlguiding.co.uk. 
Hannah Stratton  
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Summer Events at the Wordsworth Trust

This summer we mark an important milestone in our history as we celebrate 
125 years of welcoming visitors to Dove Cottage on 27 July.  On that day, we 
are looking forward to hearing more about the house itself from Dr Adam 
Menuge, who has done extensive research into the origin and evolution of the 
building, and also learning more about Mrs Mary Dixon, Dove Cottage’s first 
guide, from her great-great-great granddaughter Fiona.  On Saturday 30 July, 
Lakeland Radio will be broadcasting live from the Trust and there will be a 
range of family friendly activities on offer for visitors.  

The Romantic Encounters series of Saturday afternoon talks features Simon 
Bainbridge discussing early mountaineering literature, including writing by 
William and Dorothy Wordsworth and Samuel Taylor Coleridge, with Jeff 
Cowton on Saturday 16 July.  Titled ‘In the high places’: fell-walking and 
mountain climbing with William, Dorothy and Samuel, this will be in the 
same informal, round-table style as their recent MOOC Wordsworth: Poetry,
People and Place and we encourage both mountaineering and poetry 
enthusiasts to join us to learn more about how the two are connected.  

In August, Patty O’Boyle will be giving the 2016 Annual Thelwall Lecture on 
the subject of Celebrity, Scandal and Reform: John Thelwall and the 
Beautiful Boyles on Saturday 6 August. It promises to be a fascinating talk 
about Romantic era society and it is free to all.  On Saturday 20 August, 
members of the Cumbrian Dialect Society will be taking part in Northern 
Voices, an afternoon of talk and discussion celebrating the language of the 
Lake District to mark the opening of the Society’s summer exhibition in the 
community gallery. 

We are very happy to be continuing our work with the Lake District National 
Park Authority on their series of Wordsworth inspired walks in July and 
August.  Walk with them alongside Ullswater on 6 July or 3 August, visit 
Hawkshead on 12 July and explore Grasmere on 17 August.  The feedback so 
far has been wonderful and these walks are sure to be equally enjoyable. 

The Education team will be busy throughout the school holidays with special 
activities for families both on-site and in the local area.  In addition to our 
three regular events Rucksack of Rhymes, Tales for Tots and Terrific Treks 
every week, there will also be arts and crafts workshops on Thursday 
afternoons throughout the holidays.  Themes to be explored include birds, 
books, travelling and gardening and there will be activities for children 
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aged 3+. All events are free for children accompanied by a paying adult and 
detailed information about each session is available on our website.

As always, please call us on 015394 35544 or visit our website for more 
details and booking information.  We hope to see you soon. 
Alice Carthy, Events Manager, Wordsworth Trust

Grasmere History Group

A reminder of our next two events in July and August.

Monday 11 July – Frank Wood on c17th Grasmere interiors.

While researching the history and iconography of 17thC furniture and its 
woodcarving in Cumbria, it has been very interesting to be able to make 
connections between furniture making and the development of village 
communities and their buildings. In this meeting Frank will attempt to show 
how this is possible in Grasmere and hopefully encourage the history group to
look closer at the potential of this decorative art.

Tuesday 23rd August: From the Parish Magazine of December 1940: 
"Grasmere is full of rumours; rumours of countless workmen and swarms of 
soldiers: if rumours are correct Grasmere will soon be the size of London."

Grasmere born Joy Magennis (nee Bunting) will share memories of growing 
up in the village during the Second World War, and Margaret and Tom Holden
will share their researches into some aspects of Grasmere life during wartime. 
All welcome, especially if you have memories of Grasmere at this time.

Both of these events are at the Jerwood Centre starting at 7.30 pm.

Gemma Ritchie, an intern from near St Louis, attended and very much 
enjoyed our evening on July 13th. She has written a lovely account of the 
evening which she has posted on the Grasmere House History Facebook page 
at: http://tinyurl.com/je6x2py

Jeff Cowton  Curator & Head of Learning   Wordsworth Trust
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GRASMERE SCHOOL NEWS 

Class 4 had a fantastic day visiting the Helm Sycamore, a beautiful tree on 
Helm Crag, as part of the project ‘The Long View’ which is celebrating the 
importance of significant trees in the Cumbrian landscape. We used this 
experience to produce some descriptive writing, and then became very 
creative when we found ‘something beautiful’ inside our writing, and created 
a “blackout poem”.  To do this, certain words are highlighted to become a new
“poem within a poem”. 

The Helm Sycamore: Lottie Hodgson
The glistening river is almost silent as it wanders slowly into a gentle stream. 
The stream soon becomes a quiet and small rockpool, every rock its own 
slightly different colour. What creatures lie inside the gaps of the wall? A snail
makes its trail and is unnoticeable from a distance, but up close you can see it
shine in the light, or an amazing silver web still wet from the last downpour.  
Also there is a beautiful butterfly fluttering away in the distance. The bracken 
is rustling in the warm, summer wind surrounded by a maze of dry-stone 
walling, each stone its own unique colour almost completely different from 
the others. I stop and listen – all I can hear is the faint sound of cars, the 
peaceful ripples of the river and all the interesting creatures around me.

The youngest children are thinking about the important things in life.  Here is 
what Joe thinks!    Jo Goode
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Grasmere Village Society
The Queen's 90th Birthday Celebration on 11th June
In spite of the rain this was a truly joyous occasion. The organisers had done a
wonderful job in planning something for everyone and the community joined
in with enthusiasm. A sturdy band of volunteers dealt with the massive task of
hulling the large quantity of strawberries kindly donated by the Wordsworth
hotel. The Hall looked splendid with all the flags and bunting and the day
ended there at 11.00pm with a lively crowd dancing away the fish and chips
they had consumed.

Rushbearing
Alan Hetherington and Liz Harrison have constructed the new GVS bearing
which will have its first outing on 9th July. Christine Prickett, who designed
the winning bearing, is donating the £25 she won in the GVS competition to
the Rushbearing fund. She will also be winding the bearing this year and she
and her husband Nigel will  be carrying it  for the GVS, although in future
years others may take over these tasks. 

GVS Projects
Every year the committee decides on a project to benefit the community. This
year it was going to be the provision of a defibrillator to hang outside the
Buffs club in case of emergencies. Heidi Halliday, our county councillor has
generously provided the funding for this so we are now looking for another
suitable project. We would appreciate your suggestions. In the past we have
funded such things as bus shelters; equipment for the children’s play area in
the park and refurbishment of public seats. What do you suggest?

The next meeting of the committee is 14th July 
In addition to giving us suggestions for projects please let us know of any
issues concerning Grasmere we should be discussing.
Vivienne Rees (chairman)

A limited number of parking spaces will shortly be available at the Village 
Hall. These will be allocated and charged on an annual basis. Anybody 
who is interested in a space or would like further information is asked to 
contact Stephen Dodd. 
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The role of BigReach Innovator has just started to be advertised. If you know 
someone who can do the impossible then please forward this on to them. 

BigReach Innovator

Get Cumbria discovering God

This is an unusual job.  There’s no other job like it.  It’s impossible.

We are looking for someone who is: practical; creative; a dreamer-doer; 
theologically deep… and simple; playful and serious; big picture and bespoke;
digital, paper and people;
God-passionate and Gospel passionate.

Churches in Cumbria are committed to God for All: ‘by 2020 everyone of all 
ages and backgrounds will have had an opportunity to discover more of God 
and God’s purpose for their lives…’  Serious resource is being put into 
making this a reality.  The BigReach Innovator will be part of the strategy to 
help make this happen.   ‘BigReach’ needs explanation. 

Paperwork is on www.carlislediocese.org.uk/jobs.
Applications to vicki.grant@carlislediocese.org.uk. 
To talk informally contact +Robert, Bishop of Penrith – 01539 727836. 
An occupational requirement exists for the post holder to be a practising 
Christian in accordance with the Equality Act 2010.
Salary of £38,760 plus non-contributory pension.
Closing date: noon on Friday 8th July. Interviews (in Kendal) on 19th July 
Diocese of Carlisle

Rydal Hall General Manager appointed to new role 

The general manager of the Diocese of Carlisle’s conference and retreat centre
is set to leave after being appointed to a new role.

Jonathon Green, 58, has been in post at Rydal Hall since 2007 but will leave 
next month after being offered the position of Warden at the Diocese of 
Chester’s Foxhill retreat centre at Frodsham in Cheshire. 

Since joining Rydal Hall Jonathon has overseen the completion of the historic 
building’s garden refurbishment, renovation of the Old Schoolroom Tea Shop,
refurbishment of the Youth Centre, provision of new campsite facilities, the 
creation of en-suite facilities in the main hall and the redevelopment of the 
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site’s water turbine which generates electricity to power the hall with excess 
fed into the National Grid.

He and his wife, Anne, have lived on site since coming to Cumbria, initially 
with their daughter Katherine, 27 and twin boys, 25-year-olds James and Sam.

Jonathon said: “We have both been reflecting on our time here and we’re very
grateful for the opportunity we’ve had to minister at Rydal Hall. 

“It’s been a wonderful opportunity to spend time with the young people of our
community and work with our staff. We’ve seen the centre grow and develop 
with the diocese’s vision of mission and outreach at the heart of all we do.” 
Diocese of Carlisle

Cedar Counselling Cumbria 

We all have times in our lives when we face things that disturb us, distress us 
or sometimes defeat us.  At these times we can find that talking things through
with an understanding friend is helpful.  However if that friend is not 
available or things are too difficult to discuss with those close to us, 
counselling can help by offering a non- judgmental, anonymous listening ear.

We are here to help you in confidence as you think and work through 
whatever is troubling you.  Our service is for anyone facing things such as 
Depression, Anxiety, Bereavement, Trauma, Abuse, Self Harm, Stress, 
Problems with Relationships and many other issues or if you are just in need 
of someone to talk to outside your immediate circle of family or friends.

We offer individual counselling working from our own private Cedar Room 
downstairs in Ambleside Parish Centre.  We also offer sessions to couples 
seeking relationship counselling.

We have an administrator who will be pleased to answer any queries you have
and can put you in touch with one of our counsellors.

Website : www.cedarcounsellingcumbria.co.uk

We work as volunteers and so do not make a charge for our service, although 
we ask for a suggested donation of £10 per session to cover basic costs. 
Terry Winterton
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Celebrations for the Queen’s 90th Birthday
The organisers of the Celebrations for the Queen’s Birthday would like to 
give a big thanks to all those who made this occasion possible and for all 
those who attended and had a great time!  

We would especially like to thank: 

The Wordsworth Hotel and Spa for kindly sponsoring the strawberries and 
cream which went down a treat on Saturday.

The Buffs for organising the sports and the bar. The children loved taking 
part in and receiving their medals.  Even some of the parents looked as if 
they enjoyed their efforts in the races!

Kendal Concert Band for playing splendidly throughout the day.

Grasmere Glee as ever for their lovely 4 part singing.

Joseph’s Ice Cream Van for their delicious ice creams.

Barney’s Newsbox for selling tickets for the dance.

The WI for organising the dance which every one enjoyed immensely. At one 
point everyone was on the floor and there was some exceptional “Dad 
Dancing”.

The Henry Graham Band who kept us all dancing the night away with our 
own Brian Taylor on the drums.

 The Fish & Chip Van which served delicious hot meals to our tables.

And last but not least, The Village Society and The Friends of Grasmere for 
their financial support which helped to make all this possible.

On Sunday at 4pm we were greeted with a beautifully decorated church.  
Not only festooned with lovely flowers but Dee Rogers had also depicted the 
Queen’s life in each of the 9 windows which covered her reign of 90 years.

Cameron Butland welcomed us with his own memories of the Queen 
throughout his life and led us in a prayer of thanksgiving for Her Majesty. 

We were graced with the presence of the Lord-Lieutenant representing the 
Queen and then the Grasmere Glee Club delighted us again with their 
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singing.  We then were made to go and eat all of Alison Butland’s cakes 
which filled the table and then us. Delicious – thank you Alison.

A big thank you to all who made the church so beautiful. 
Melissa Harwood for the organising committee: Roger Maddison, Nick 
McCreath, Mel Brood and Pat Taylor.
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Sing into Summer! 

Grasmere Glee will sing 
Wednesday July 6th 

3.30-4.30pm  Moss Parrock
or Grasmere Church if wet.

Collection in aid of St Oswald's church tower fund.



CALENDAR
July 2016

1 Fri 20.00 Village Hall Grasmere Players

3 Sun 11.0
0

St. Oswalds Trinity 6 - Thomas the Apostle
Mattins

6 Wed 09.40 Ullswater 
Information Centre

Ullswater Walk

6 Wed 10.30  St Oswald's BCP Holy Communion returns

6-7 20.00 Village Hall Grasmere Players

7 Thu 11.00 Dove Cottage Meet the Gardener

7-9 Grasmere Rushbearing
See details next page

8 Fri 14.00 Reading Rooms Knit and Nat

10 Sun 11.0
0  

St Oswald's
Trinity 7
Holy Communion

11 Mon 19.30 Jerwood Centre History Group

12 Tue 10.30 Hawkshead car 
park

Hawkshead Walk

14 Thu 14.00  Tithe Barn Women's Institute

14 Thu 20.00  Dale Lodge Grasmere Book Group

14 Thu GVS Committee

16 Sat 16.00 Jerwood Centre ‘in the high places’ 

17 Sun 11.0
0  

St Oswald's Trinity 8 
Holy Communion

20 Wed 10.30  St Oswald's BCP Holy Communion

24 Sun 11.0
0  

St Oswald's Trinity 9 
Holy Communion

26 Tue 14.00 Wordsworth Trust Terrific Trek on Tuesday

26 Tue 14.00 Reading Rooms Knit and Nat

27 Wed 11.00 Brockhole Wordsworth Wednesday at Brockhole

27 Wed 18.00 Jerwood Centre The Hidden History of Dove Cottage

28 Thu 11.00 Wordsworth Trust Tales for Tots

28 Thu 14.00 Foyle Room Lakeland Landscapes
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30 Sat 12.00 St Oswald's Wedding

31 Sun 11.0
0  

St Oswald's Trinity 10 
Holy Communion

August 2016
2 Tue 14.00 Wordsworth Trust Terrific Trek on Tuesday

3 Wed 09.40 Ullswater 
Information Centre

Ullswater Walk

3 Wed 10.30  St Oswald's BCP Holy Communion

3 Wed 11.00 Brockhole Wordsworth Wednesday at Brockhole 

4 Thu 11.00 Dove Cottage Meet the Gardener

4 Thu 11.00 Wordsworth Trust Rucksack of Rhymes 

4 Thu 14.00 Foyle Room Dove Cottage Garden

5 Fri   St Oswald's day St. George's Flag

5 Fri 12.30  St Oswald's Wedding

6 Sat 16.00 Jerwood Centre Celebrity, Scandal and Reform:

7 Sun 11.0
0  

St Oswald's Trinity 11 
Holy Communion

9 Tue 14.00 Wordsworth Trust Terrific Trek on Tuesday

10 Wed 11.00 Brockhole Wordsworth Wednesday at Brockhole

11 Thu 11.00 Wordsworth Trust Tales for Tots

11 Thu 14.00 Foyle Room British Birds

11 Thu 14.00  Tithe  Barn Women's Institute

11 Thu 20.00  Dale Lodge Grasmere Book Group

12 Fri 14.00 Reading Rooms Knit and Nat

14 Sun 11.0
0  

St Oswald's Trinity 12 
Methodist Service

16 Tue 14.00 Wordsworth Trust Terrific Trek on Tuesday

17 Wed 10.30 Stock Lane car 
park

Grasmere Walk (Wordsworth Trust)

17 Wed 10.30  St Oswald's BCP Holy Communion

17 Wed 11.00 Brockhole Wordsworth Wednesday at Brockhole

18 Thu 11.00 Wordsworth Trust Rucksack of Rhymes

18 Thu 14.00 Foyle Room For the Love of Books
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19 Fri 12.15  St Oswald's Organ Recital by Andrew Sharples from
Liverpool Cathedral

20 Sat 14.00 Jerwood Centre Northern Voices

21 Sun 11.0
0  

St Oswald's Trinity 13 
Holy Communion

23 Tue 14.00 Wordsworth Trust Terrific Trek on Tuesday

23 Tue 14.00 Reading Rooms Knit and Nat

23 Tue 19.30 Jerwood Centre History Group

24 Wed 11.00 Brockhole Wordsworth Wednesday at Brockhole

25 Thu 11.00 Wordsworth Trust Tales for Tots

25 Thu 14.00 Foyle Room William’s Travelling Suitcase

28 Sun 11.0
0  

St Oswald's Trinity 14 
Holy Communion

30 Tue 14.00 Wordsworth Trust Terrific Trek on Tuesday

31 Wed 11.00 Brockhole Wordsworth Wednesday at Brockhole

September 2016
4 Sun 09.3

0  
St Mary's Rydal Patronal Festival Service

No Service at St Oswald's 
Church

8 Thu Westmorland County Show

Grasmere Rushbearing 7-9 July 2016
7 Thu 12.00 Commence binding Rushbearings

8 Fri 09.30 Continue to bind the rushbearings

9 Sat 09.30 Complete the rushbearings in the morning

15.00 Bearings to be collected from the Church
Assemble at School for Parade

15.30 Rushearing Parade commences

16.15 Rushbearing Service in the Church

17.00 (approx.) Tea and Gingerbread in the churchyard.
Kendal Town Band in the Church
Children's entertainment - Rectory
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ROTAS FOR ST.OSWALD'S CHURCH

Sidesmen / women Coffee

July 3rd Rosalind de Wesselow 
Kay Adkins 

Ann Fawthrop

July 10th John Rickman 
Trevor Eastes

Shirley Hill

July 17th Ann Fawthrop
Pat Taylor

Rosalind de Wesselow

July 24th Sonia Rickman 
Ella Footit

Kay Adkins

July 31st June Maddison
Bob Allen

Tonia Wainwright

August 7th Rosalind de Wesselow 
Kay Adkins 

Ann Jackman

August 14th John Rickman 
Trevor Eastes

June Maddison

August 21st June Maddison
Bob Allen

Pat Taylor

August 28th John Rickman 
Ella Footit

Helen Bunfield

September 4th No service at St. Oswald's

Church Notices

Thank you to the ladies for the Queen's Birthday Flowers, Alison Butland 
for the lovely cakes and Canon Cameron Butland for a wonderful service.

The Annual Outing for Churches Together in Grasmere and Rydal will be a
visit to York on Wednesday September 21st.  

The coach will leave the Catholic Church at 9am returning approx 9pm.

Seats may be booked with John Rickman.  Final details later.
Churchwardens.
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May Weather 2016

Overall, a pleasant month.

May began unsettled, with low pressure in charge, bringing heavy rain on the 
1st. which proved to be the months wettest day.  It became warmer by the 5th.
when high pressure became established close to the U.K. The 6th.brought us 
the warmest day of the year to date, and with it the first call of the cuckoo up 
Kelbarrow.  The Keswick to Barrow charity walk on the 7th. was blessed with
a warm, sunny day, unlike last year which had persistent heavy drizzle for 
most of the day.  This year the evening turned increasingly humid with 
isolated showers.

From the 8th the mercury rose higher for the following week, with hot 
cloudless days being brought on a south easterly breeze, with the temperature 
reaching 77°F on the 9th.

On the 11th an important day for business and tourism, dry sunny conditions 
accompanied the opening of the A591.  However, from the 17th a brief, 
colder interlude, brought an unsettled spell until the 21st.  But soon, warm, 
sunny weather re-established itself yet again for the remainder of the month, 
although it felt cool out of the sun in the north easterly wind.

The UK mean temperature was 11.3°C, 0.9°C above the average.  Here in 
Cumbria it was a drier than average month, with sunshine 115% of average, 
whilst we never heard the last of how cool and wet it had been in the east and 
south of England.

Incidentally, anyone wishing to take a weeks holiday in Grasmere in the 
Spring, can do no better than being here in the first week of May.  It is by far 
the driest week of Spring, averaging 0.85 in. for the week, taken from the last 
10 year average and anybody wanting a week's summer holiday should pick 
the 4th week in June, where it averages 1.07in. for the week.  Writing this just
before the Summer solstice, time seems to be flying by.  That reminds me, it 
will soon be flying ant day!  No one knows when it will take place, though the
chances are it will happen on a day between July 21st and 28th as it has done 
for the past 12 years. The crucial factor is that there are certain meteorological
conditions that trigger this event.  It always happens in humid, balmy weather,
the reason being that the moisture in the air assists the flow of oxygen through
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the ants' breathing holes. There is one specific reason for this mass breakout, it
is not travel but reproduction! Ponderable facts:
Water moves around the earth in a cycle of stages. Evaporation, condensation,
precipitation, infiltration and run off. Plants watered with warm water grow 
larger and more quickly than ones with cold water.
Some parts of Antarctica have had no rain or snow for two million years, yet 
two thirds of the world's population have never seen snow.  A single bolt of 
lightning contains enough energy to cook 100,000 pieces of toast.  Enough 
trivia, statistics for end of May:

 Wettest May day 1st. 26.8mm. (1.06in.) 
 May rain days 10   Last year 21 
 Total for month 78.3mm ( 3.08in.)   Last year 9.33in.  Av.4.74in. 
 Rain days to date (end of May) 91   Last year 100  
 Rainfall to date (end of May) 45.59in.  Last year 51.84in.
Peter Bailey
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G R A S M E R E  P L AY E R S  P R E S E N T  

THE RISE AND FALL OF LITTLE VOICE
by JIM CARTWRIGHT

Grasmere Hall 8pm 
Wednesdays and Thursdays to 7th July 2016  

(Except Thurs 30th June when we will perform on Friday 1st July instead)

Tickets from Barney’s Newsbox Tel 35627 during shop hours.
For further information contact Anne Miller.    



If you are 50 already, it's time to get to grips with 
your pension.

The average age of people getting guidance with their pension is 61 
despite free support being available for anyone over 50. Planning early
will help you make the most of your pension.  

In April 2015, rules around pensions changed and for the first time, 
people were able to decide whether they buy an annuity, cash in their 
whole pension pot, take a lump sum, or a mixture of these options. 

The Pension Wise service has been around for over a year now. If you 
are 50 or over with a defined contribution pension, you can book a free
session with a Pension Wise guidance specialist who will advise you 
on your best options.

To book a face to face Pension Wise appointment in your area call 
01900 68981.

To prepare, work out the value of your pension pots, check if there are 
any restrictions, such as penalties for taking it early, get a state 
pension forecast  - you can find out how to do this from 
https://www.gov.uk/check-state-pension, gather information on any 
benefits you receive, and work out your likely living expenses. 

Free, confidential advice and help is available from South 
Lakes Citizens Advice Bureau on debt, consumer, benefits, 
housing, employment and many other problems.  We have 
outlets across South Lakeland and can also give advice over 
the phone – telephone 015394 46464 for help.
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